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Why Charter SuRi?
Where luxury abounds and adventure beckons. SuRi is a beautiful yacht, stylishly appointed with your 
comfort in mind, offering everything you could possibly desire on your private yacht charter vacation.

As one of very few purpose-built luxury yachts in the world, SuRi offers the perfect combination of elegance, 
comfort, and adventure. A beautiful yacht, stylishly appointed with comfort in mind, offering everything you 
could possibly desire on your unforgettable dream charter vacation.

From braving treacherous seas as a crabber on popular television show, Deadliest Catch, to sailing the South 
Pacific, SuRi has certainly led an adventurous life. After undergoing over five years of conversions, refits, and 
a major hull extension, which involved cutting her in two, adding a 36-foot mid-section, then joining her back 
together, SuRi finally revealed her new 208-foot profile and became the ultimate luxury adventure yacht she is 
today.

History of the Yacht
SuRi began as a crabber, braving dangerous seas near Alaska’s Aleutian Islands on the popular television show, 
Deadliest Catch. After undergoing over 5 years of refits and a major extension, SuRi finally became the 208-foot 
luxury adventure yacht she is today. The International SeaKeepers Society is proud to be able to welcome SuRi 
to the DISCOVERY Yacht Fleet.

With an unlimited sense of adventure and a world just waiting to be explored, SuRi and her crew have undertaken 
many expeditions all over our beautiful blue planet. SuRi’s voyages have seen her brave the icy waters of 
Antarctica, island hop through French Polynesia, marvel at the sparkling coasts of Fiji, explore vibrant South East 
Asia, and tour down under to Australia and New Zealand.

Technical Specifications
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SIZE

YEAR

GUESTS

STATEROOMS

BEDS

BUILDER

CREW

208’ 0” / 63.4M

1978 / 2016

12

7

6 KING, 1 QUEEN, 4 SINGLE

HALTER MARINE

20



Support Ocean Conservation
At The Next Destination
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The International SeaKeepers Society promotes oceanographic research, conservation, and education through 
direct involvement with the yachting community. Founded in 1998 by a small but distinguished group of yacht 
owners, the primary focus on programming has evolved from data collection, to today’s DISCOVERY Yacht 
Program.

DISCOVERY Yachts are privately owned vessels. Member yachts, are united with experts and educators in 
the marine science and oceanography fields to facilitate marine research and education by providing use of 
these vessels. By matching vessels to program participants and promoting citizen science projects, SeaKeepers 
accomplishes over 50 at sea programming activities a year. The primary goal is to eliminate the largest expense 
and often limiting factor in conducting research and educational programs at sea. The secondary goal is to create 
awareness around critical ocean issues with information generated from these programs that is shared through 
our multiple communication platforms and media partners.

Additionally, shoreline programming which focuses on beach clean-ups by engaging local communities, has 
become increasingly important as we face complex issues caused by plastic pollution and contaminates in our 
oceans.

SeaKeepers Mission
The International SeaKeepers Society promotes oceanographic research, conservation, and education 
through direct involvement with the yachting community. SeaKeepers enables the yachting community 
to take full advantage of their unique potential to advance marine sciences and to raise awareness about 
global ocean issues.

The yachting, sailing, and fishing communities are highly mobile by nature, and thus have a presence throughout 
the world, which presents unique opportunities for at sea exploration and research. The highly migratory nature 
of our membership enables the DISCOVERY Yacht Program to perform a variety of programming activities that 
would be difficult to accomplish with traditional research vessels.

Programming is conducted globally with members in North America, Europe and Asia. Headquartered in Florida, 
USA, SeaKeepers has a second chapter “SeaKeepers Asia” located in Singapore. Details on all of our programming 
can be found at WWW.SEAKEEPERS.ORG. We welcome inquiries to get involved by emailing PROGRAMMING@
SEAKEEPERS.ORG.



Discovery and Adventure


